8th July 2018
Glider 3 at Tonbridge CD and GliderScore Ian Nicholls, with help from others and photos by Gordon Loomes
Derek Collings flying his new Shadow 2 won Kent Interclub Glider 3 Multilaunch competition with Colin Boorman
flying his Explorer 2nd and Alan Twine flying his new Infinity up to Round 2 when for unknown loss of control landed
in the top a tree so he then reverted to his Explorer 3rd.
The winning Team was Bromley, SADMAC 2nd and Canterbury 3rd (addition of place points (50 for 1st 49 for 2nd etc.)
for the top 3 scores in the competition deciding this not the addition of the individual team member’s scores.

Winner Derek Collings

2nd Colin Boorman

3rd AlanTwine

The Tonbridge field was recently cut and very dry so the usual cow pats were both dry and easily avoided! With
many of the usual flyers on holiday, flying in France, incapacitated, working or at Silverstone watching the GP we
only had 12 flyers on the very hot, calm to light breezy day. Is was good to have Colin Paddon with his own design
and built Proglide (jointly with Kevin Beale) joining us and generously forfeiting one round to help Alan try and locate
his Infinity. 6 Rounds of 3 Groups were flown and a near 1 hour lunch break was enjoyed to recover from the heat
and high activity usual with lower numbers of flyers where demand for timers is higher. While most Groups were
flown out a couple didn’t exceed 5’ 31”and second launches were taken by several within the others. John Postle the
lone winched Experience Pro flyer was hampered by the light winds in trying to get a decent launch height and re‐
launch opportunities were not always taken probably due to exhaustion!
The top 3 places were within 65 points out of 4990. Emphasis was on landing scores as many flights were within
seconds of each other. One red faced person was Bob Ryan who had an “overfly thus suffering a 30 point penalty as
well as a loss of his landing points
Other models flown (not mentioned above)
Ian Nicholls ‐ Shadow 2
Bob Ryan – Optimus Light
Eddy Small ‐ Explorer
Gordon Loomes ‐ Pike Superior (ex F3J) with OD fuselage
Tony Wood – Shadow Vee Tail
Brian Martin – Eliminator 100”
Keith Benton – Highlight Vee Tail

The final round Glider 4 (run simultaneously with the Invicta Ron Finniss Trophy) will be held at Sutton Valence on
August 19th
Please let me have any feedback with suggestions good or bad from you and your club members on anything you
read here?
Thanks
Ian

1st Bromley
2nd Canterbury
=3rd Bloobirds
=3rd SADMAC
5th Invicta
6th Gravesend
7th Tonbridge

49+46+50=145
48+48+48=144
47+50+45=142
46+47+49=142
50+49+ 0=99
45+ 0+46=92
0+45+46=91

